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TMG Master Style List 
By Joy Shong and Bob Hunter 

[Examples of RUG members’ place styles were published in the January 2023 RUG Newsletter.] 

In Help look for Master Style List. Also helpful, is Edit Place Style or Edit Name Style.  Links to both are 

included in the Master Style List help article. 

From the Tools menu Open the Master Styles List  

 

The default style type is Name. Click Places to create new place styles. 

 

Click the ADD button to create a new style. 

 

An Edit Place Style screen will open. Enter a name for your new style in the Style Name field. 
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Labels for the 10 fields can be changed. Click the down arrow next to the field and select an existing 

label, if any are available. 

 

To create new label names, right click the field and select Modify labels of this level. 

 

Click Add on the Edit labels screen. Enter the new label name in the box at the bottom, then click OK. 

The choice will be added to the drop-down list for that label field. 

 

 

TIPS FROM TMG HELP: 

 

 

MODIFY SENTENCES FOR OUTPUT 

Having added Labels to the ten fields as you wish, these Labels can be output in your Tag sentences as 

[L1] through [L10]. If you wish to take advantage of the global expression [L] you need to edit the Output 
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Template. Whatever is entered in the Output Template will be parsed by [L] and output in your 

sentences. Click inside the Output Template and edit your output. Include punctuation, you can even 

include freeform text, your labels do not have to be in order. Use conditional <chevrons> for the 

occasions you miss a field entry. 

Here is an output template that omits the country from the output 

 

Whereas this template includes the country 

 

This template uses freeform text 

 


